Call for Papers and Organized Sessions for the

Annual Conference of the Southern Economic Association

DEADLINE: APRIL 24, 2014

In Atlanta, GA
November 22-24, 2014
At the
Atlanta Marriott Marquis

The SGE is organizing eight sessions at this SEA conference.
(The SGE will not have its own conference until May 2015.)

Paper presenters may propose their individual papers and if they are accepted then the SGE will place them into one of its sessions.

Session organizers may propose a complete session (with 3-5 papers).

The SGE is also soliciting volunteers to chair SGE sessions and to discuss papers at the conference.

Please Note: Session and paper applications cannot be made to the SGE if they are also being made to the Southern Economic Association or any other organization that sponsors sessions at the conference.

All participants in any of the SGE-sponsored sessions are expected to register and pay for the conference through the Southern Economic Association.

All finalized SGE session participants, including paper presenters, discussants, and chairs (but not coauthors who will not attend the conference) are expected to renew (or purchase for the first time) an SGE membership for one year, starting on November 15, 2014. The annual membership fee is $25 (which can be purchased using PayPal in the SGE website). (Membership need not be purchased by individuals whose proposals were not accepted.)

How to Apply: To propose an individual paper, include in the application: (1) The names and contact information for each of the authors of the paper, (2) the title of the paper, and (3) a brief abstract (of no more than 500 words) describing the paper and supporting how the paper meets the criteria of scientific merit, importance, and uniqueness. Do NOT send a draft of the paper.

To propose an entire session, include: (1) The title, organizer, and chair of the session, (2) all of the above-mentioned information required of individual-paper proposals (items 1-3 above) for each of the papers in the session (for 3-5 papers), and (3) names and contact information for all discussants.

To volunteer for to be a discussant or chair, please specify your affiliation and indicate your qualifications (such as providing a CV or link to a bio).

Send the application in a Word file only to steve.payson@sge-econ.org by April 24, 2014.